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Verb Tenses 1

Test 1

6. Managers need better tools to help them

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği

understand what their workers ---- when at work.

bulunuz.

B) would do

A) are doing
1. The team ---- the super spirit stick award for their
energy and enthusiasm during the camp.
A) received

B) receives

C) is receiving

D) was receiving

C) do

D) were doing
E) did

E) would receive

2. That the teachers make the students sit upright in
their seats ---- that they will learn better.
A) doesn’t mean

B) didn't mean

C) isn't meaning

D) wouldn’t mean

NETyds

7. The lady guard was three months pregnant when
the incident ---- and the trauma caused her
bleeding and stomach pains.
A) happens

B) is happening

C) happened

D) was happening
E) used to happen

E) didn’ use to mean

8. The river begins in the mountains of southern
Colorado and ---- South through New Mexico

3. Throughout the First World War and after it, the
Government of the United Kingdom ---- a double

before it turns Southeast.

game.
A) would play

B) plays

C) was playing

D) played

A) is flowing

B) flows

C) was flowing

D) flowed
E) used to flow

NETyds

E) is playing

4. The Chinese economy ---- to act like a force in a

9. Many of the tems rece ved by nher tance are
invaluable because they ---- a sentimental value.

Stephen King novel nowadays.
A) begins

B) was beginning

C) is beginning

D) began

A) are carrying

B) carr ed

C) carry

D) were carrying
E) used to carry

E) would begin

10. The audience ---- when the film finished because
it was so moving.

5. The second half of the 20th century ---- the decline
of England as a world power.

B) had to weep

A) was seeing

B) is seeing

A) is weeping

C) used to see

D) saw

C) was weeping

D) used to weep

E) has been weeping

E) sees

7

Test 3
6. The child ---- her mother to read one more story,
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but she ---- simply too tired to read any longer.

bulunuz.

A) was begging / s

1. The f ght ng enemy sold ers ---- down the day

B) used to beg / s be ng

before and they ---- to the r base now.

C) begs / was be ng

A) backed / are mov ng

B) would back / moved

D) begged / was

C) are back ng / move

D) back / would move

E) is begging / used to be

E) were back ng / were mov ng
7. While she ---- toward a degree in voice, Coretta
Scott ---- Martin Luther King, Jr., then a graduate

Baldwin went to prison for eight months for
violating the draft law.
B) just as

A) during
C) until

D) once

NETyds

2. In the fall of 1918, ---- the war was about to end,

theology student at Boston University.
A) is working / meets
B) worked / was meeting
C) was working / met
D) works / used to meet

E) after

E) would work / is meeting

3. The phys c an ---- home rest for the old woman,

8. A group of Amer can doctors ---- that this new
technique ---- a revolution in curing heart

who ---- from a bad cold.
A) was suggest ng / suffers

problems.

B) suggests / used to suggest

A) claim / is

C) would suggest / s suffer ng

B) claimed / to be

D) suggested / was suffering

C) was claiming / s be ng

E) s suggest ng / suffered

D) would cla m / used to be

4. As soon as the accident ----, the witnesses ---- by
immediately establishing an emergency call to the
hospital and contacting the families.

NETyds

E) are claiming / was
9. The woman stated that she ---- to the victim’s
house for the purpose of seeing Mr. Nothe, who
---- her some money.

A) would react / are reacting

A) is going / owes

B) happens / were reacting

B) was going / is owning

C) is happening / used to react

C) went / owed

D) happened / reacted

D) goes / would owe

E) was happening / react

E) used to go / was owning

5. Teaching methods ---- constantly ---- and the latest

10. The wounded soldier ---- the last of his strength

approach ---- putting emphasis more on skills

leave him, and his head --- the ground as he

than the range of subjects.

fainted.

A) are / evolving / involves

A) is feeling / was hitting

B) would / evolve / was involving

B) used to feel / is hitting

C) were / evolving / involved

C) feels / would hit

D) ---- / evolve / used to involve

D) was feeling / hits

E) ---- / evolved / is involving

E) felt / hit

11

Revision1

Verb Tenses1
Verb Tenses2
Verb Tenses3

6. Successful wr ter, Anne Lamott, says that she ----

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği

to conv nce young wr ters about the mportance

bulunuz.

of plann ng before wr t ng.
1. The earliest building materials ---- of natural
substances native to the environment of the
builder.

A) tr es

B) had tr ed

C) has been try ng

D) tr ed

E) s try ng

A) are consist ng

B) consisted

C) have been consisting

D) have consisted

E) consist

7. BBC News watched as police ---- to sort out the
chaotic scene ---- by gunfire in the neighborhood

2. ---- cr t c sm stops be ng construct ve, people turn
defens ve.

NETyds

packed with people..
A) were working / move
B) worked / moved
C) are working / would move

A) As soon as

B) Unt l

D) used to work / were moving

C) Dur ng

D) Before

E) work / are moving

E) Wh le

8. Gal leo, who ---- the laws of fall ng bod es, placed
3. Forests ---- once so seemingly vast and plentiful

reason and mathemat cs above our sense of

that no one ---- they could ever disappear.

exper ence.

A) are / has believed

B) were / believed

A) d scovered

B) d scovers

C) have been / is believed

D) are / believes

C) used to d scover

D) was d scover ng

E) had been / has been believ ng

replacement of manual labour by machines that ---in Britain in the 18th century and ---- in some parts

NETyds

4. The Industrial Revolution was the widespread

E) has d scovered

9. It ---- three days s nce the manager ---- the
documents to the board, but they st ll haven't
had the chance to look at them.

of the world.
A) has begun / was still continuing
B) begins / still continues

A) would be / used to send

B) s / send

C) was / had sent

D) has been / sent

E) had been / was send ng

C) had begun / had still been continuing
D) was beginning / still continued
E) began / is still continuing

5. ---- the membership system gets the command

10. The data the sc ent sts have collected ---- 2000

from the user to obtain the current position then

suggests that global warm ng w ll be threaten ng

system activates it.

ecology at a greater extent by 2024.

A) Since
C) During

B) After

A) by

D) Just as

C) before

B) s nce
D) dur ng
E) unt l

E) As soon as

25

Passives

Test 1

6. After the diagrams had been drawn and
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observations had been written in the notebooks

bulunuz.

by the team of geologists, a decision to do a new
study ---- by the management.

1. The horses ---- with fresh hay and grain from the
large sack every day.
B) are fed

A) had fed
C) are feeding

A) has been made

B) is made

C) must be made

D) was made

E) will have been made

D) were feeding

2. Some of the most entertaining TV programs these
days ---- in soft drinks commercials.
A) are found

B) can be found

C) may have found

D) were going to find

NETyds

E) have fed

7. Things like shells and hides ---- to buy goods
instead of money by ancient civilizations, such as
those of Phoenicians and Mesopotamians.
A) may be traded

B) used to be traded

C) can be traded

D) are traded

E) have been traded

E) would have found

8. The thief ---- at the police station for questioning

3. It will not be easy for the assassin to escape
abroad because all the exit doors ---- under

about his previous robberies since yesterday
evening.

observation by police.
A) have kept

B) had been kept

A) had been held

B) has been held

C) were kept

D) would keep

C) will be held

D) could be held
E) was held

4. On Wednesday, the secretary called all the
students up to tell them that they ---- to an end of

NETyds

E) will have been kept

to give a speech on the subject.

year party at school the following Sunday.
A) have been invited
C) will be invited

9. After the doctor declared to have developed a
new drug for AIDS, he ---- to the medical school

B) are invited

A) had been invited

B) has been invited

D) invited

C) was invited

D) can be invited
E) may be invited

E) were invited

5. According to the last research, aggression
hormones ---- in mice that encourage fights

10. The company has had such great losses that a
new manager that can market the products

between rival males.

effect vely ----.

A) will have found

B) found

A) had better be found

B) could be found

C) have been found

D) used to be found

C) will have been found

D) has to be found

E) should be found

E) are found
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Modals
Passives
Conditionals

6. Unless the government ---- someth ng soon, nearly
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twenty f ve percent of the UK ---- chron cally

bulunuz.

obese.
1. ---- the government dec ded to cut off all
electr c ty suppl es for one day, how would your
l fe be affected?

A) had done / would be

B) does / s go ng to be

C) d d / was go ng to be

D) w ll do / s be ng

E) has done / could have been
B) Even if

A) Supposing
C) Unless

D) On condition that
E) But for
7. Researchers ---- the m crob ology laboratory

2. The time of the part of the earth which ---sunlight ---- the night.
A) will not get / was called

NETyds

when the red l ght s runn ng because there may
be some v ruses n the a r.
A) are not about to enter

B) would not enter

C) may not have entered

D) were not to enter

E) are not allowed to enter

B) did not get / used to be called
C) has not got / has been called
D) would not get / should be called
E) does not get / is called

8. A part cularly aggress ve pat ent n our psych atry
cl n c can be d scharged ---- he agrees to be
treated out of the hosp tal.

3. The two neighbours spoke to the police about the
incident ---- they would not be called as witnesses.
A) as if

B) on condition that

C) unless

D) even if

A) only if

B) even if

C) on condition

D) suppos ng
E) as f

E) in case

4. All appl cat ons ---- n by three o'clock tomorrow,
and documents that arr ve later than that ---- nto
cons derat on.

NETyds

9. Most of the bu ld ng work ---- tomorrow, but
workers can't start pa nt ng unt l the lady of the
house ---- on a colour.
A) s f n shed / s dec d ng

A) had to be handed / were not taken

B) w ll be f n shed / dec des

B) may be handed / are not taken

C) was f n shed / had dec ded

C) could be handed / have not been taken

D) would be f n shed / has dec ded

D) must be handed / w ll not be taken

E) has been f n shed / dec ded

E) used to be handed / had not been taken

10. Passengers ---- mob le phones on fast ferr es as

5. People w th sleep problems ---- caffe ne n the

phones ---- w th the radar system of these

even ngs and ---- sleep ng p lls w thout

veh cles.

consult ng a doctor.

A) mustn't use / may nterfere

A) may not consume / oughtn't to have taken

B) wouldn't have used / have to nterfere

B) could not consume / m ght not take

C) may not use / are to nterfere

C) should not consume / mustn't take

D) m ght not have used / ought to nterfere

D) needn't consume / won't have taken

E) couldn't use / must nterfere

E) must not have consumed / couldn't take
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Relative Clauses

Test 1

6. The h story book ---- politics in ancient Greece is
discussed is required reading for the class.

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği
bulunuz.

1. Antarct ca s a huge cont nent ---- s surrounded
by a great ocean.

A) which

B) where

C) when

D) whose
E) during which

B) whose

A) for whom
C) where

D) at wh ch
E) wh ch
7. The plan of the bu ld ng, ---- up qu ckly, conta ned

2. Those ---- don't l ke to try d fferent th ngs don't
l ve very full l ves.
B) whether

A) wh ch
C) when

NETyds

numerous errors and had to be redrawn.
A) hav ng been drawn

B) to draw

C) draw ng

D) to be draw ng
E) hav ng drawn

D) who
E) why
8. The ACT Math pract ce test quest ons ---- we've
had endless discussions are usually the
comprehension questions.

3. The tax ---- outs de the house wasn't ours, but n
fact, was wa t ng for our next-door ne ghbour.
A) to have been wa ted

B) wa t ng

C) be ng wa ted

D) wa ted

A) that

B) which

C) about which

D) whose
E) on whom

4. Today the number of people ---- enjoy sports s

NETyds

E) to be wa ted

9. The decorators, ---- pa nt ng the f rst and second
floors, moved on to the basement.
B) to f n sh

A) f n shed

almost double that of twenty years ago.

C) hav ng f n shed
A) at wh ch

B) who

C) whose

D) wh ch

D) be ng f n shed

E) to have f n shed

E) whom

10. The juven le court system has been cr t c zed by
people ---- feel that t s too easy on juven le

5. London is one of those cities ---- residents are

offenders.

from nearly every corner of the globe.
A) where

B) that

A) wh ch

B) whom

C) when

D) whose

C) who

D) by whom
E) of wh ch

E) which
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Test 3
6. Fascism was first used by the party ---- by Benito
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Mussolini, who ruled Italy from 1922 until the

bulunuz.

Italian defeat in World War II.
1. The IELTS test questions ---- us think hard were
the ones that compared the second to the third

A) being started

B) starting

C) to start

D) having started

conditional.

E) started

A) made

B) making

C) being made

D) to have made
E) having been made
7. China has more than 4000 years of successful

2. The detailed and precise explanations ---- this
history book, written by women, offers are really
worth having a look at.
A) why

B) what

C) that

D) when

NETyds

traditional agricultural practices, ---- in general
were adapted to high population densities.
B) where

A) which
C) n which

D) to wh ch
E) that

E) for which
8. Many tradional Turkish families still save the
scissors ---- their grandmother cut the ceremonial
3. The ancient castle, the roof ---- was being rebuilt,

marriage ribbon during their daughter's wedding.

is going to be up for use as a museum next year.
A) which

B) what

C) whom

D) whose

A) with which

B) whose

C) what

D) when
E) that

4. As a new learner, you should know that you don't
need to use a word or a phrase ---- others won't

NETyds

E) of which

readily understand in order to sound intelligent.
A) whom

B) that

C) who

D) by which

9. The bandages will be taken off a few days after the
operation, ---- point we will be able to judge how
effective the treatment has been.
A) of which

B) at which

C) in which

D) on whose
E) where

E) where

10. The Polynesians are a race ---- explored the
5. The employee, ---- medical insurance has been

Pacific Ocean and using only canoes at a time

paid by the employer, must claim the tax credit

when most people were unable to go few miles

individually.

away from the shore.

A) who

B) which

A) of whom

B) which

C) in which

D) whose

C) whom

D) who

E) whom

E) whose
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Gerunds-Infinitives

Test 1

6. After you have read this beginners guide to the
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chaos theory, you'll find it a lot less ----.

bulunuz.

B) confusing

A) confused
1. The couple were unsure of where ---- on holiday

C) to confuse

until they read about the skiing trips in Scotland.

D) having confused
E) to have confused

B) to go

A) going
C) to be gone

D) to have been gone

2. There are some machines that are liable ---- down
if you use it too much.
A) to break

B) breaking

C) to be broken

D) having been broken

NETyds

E) being gone

7. ---- older than the other kids in the group, the
Ital an boy was always chosen as the leader of
the scout group.
A) To be

B) Be

C) To have been

D) Being

E) Been

E) broken

3. It's far too late for the group ---- about cancelling

8. Most of the people around us hate having ---- to

the tour because they have already paid to the

the hospital for tests, but they do because health

agency ---- it.

is very important.

A) to have been thought / having taken

A) gone

B) going

B) to be thinking / to take

C) to go

D) to have been gone

C) thought / taking

E) to be gone
NETyds

D) thinking / to have taken
E) being thought / taken

sighted people ----.

4. Sleeping, resting and drinking fluids are the best
ways ---- for a cold.
B) having cared

A) caring
C) to care

9. Signs are notices which are too small for partially

A) to be seen

B) having seen

C) having been seen

D) being seen

D) cared

E) to see

E) being cared

5. The teacher advised us ---- our notes over and

10. As the child's weight level has risen dramatically,

over again before the examination.

the doctor forbade him ---- oily and sweet food.

A) reviewing

B) review

A) eating

B) to be eaten

C) to be reviewed

D) having reviewed

C) to eat

D) having eaten
E) eat

E) to review
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Relative Clauses
Noun Clauses
Gerund&Infinitives

6. Though the class d dn't have any exams com ng
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up, the teacher ---- that they ---- the r notes at

bulunuz.

home anyway.
1. Agoraphob cs are people ---- are deeply afra d of
A) had demanded / study ng

open spaces and often cannot leave the r own

B) has demanded / to study

house.

C) demanded / study
A) who
C) whose

B) whoever

D) demands / be stud ed

D) whom

E) should demand / be ng stud ed

2. Scientists may now be able to identify the causes
of all autoimmune diseases, and better understand
---- the human body functions.
A) when

B) whom

C) who

D) which

NETyds

E) whomever

7. Even though the eye-witness was sure that one
of those waiting in the line was the attacker, she
had trouble remembering ---- of them it was.
B) what

A) which
C) whose

D) how many
E) why

E) how

3. Wild Oats Markets became the first grocery store
8. The pol ce caught the gang ---- to break nto the

chain in the United States ---- food items

bank at four o'clock n the morn ng.

packaged in what is commonly referred to as the
"Corntainer."

B) be ng tr ed

A) tr ed
C) to try

B) to carry

A) carried
C) carry ng

D) try ng
E) to have been tr ed

D) having been carried

4. It s h ghly ---- that you ---- more attent on to not
mak ng m stakes n your work.

NETyds

E) being carried

9. The general manager, ---- job nvolves staff
management, has been pra sed for ncreas ng
morale w th n the f rm.

A) useful / are pay ng

B) honest / had pa d

C) fur ous / have pa d

D) great / may pay

E) mportant / pay

A) of whom

B) who

C) whether

D) whose
E) of wh ch

10. The manager was accused of ---- males and was

5. ---- techniques developed in the 1970s, 1980s,

told ---- so d scr m natory.

and 1990s, scientists can now remove a desired
gene from one organism and place it into another

A) to be favour ng / not be ng

organism.

B) to have favoured/ not to have been
A) To have used

B) Using

C) favoured / not been

C) Having been used

D) Being used

D) be ng favoured / not hav ng been
E) favour ng / not to be

E) To have been using
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Connectors1
Transitions
Sentence

Test 1

6. You shouldn't listen to that music too loud as it's
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disturbing other people and ---- it could damage

bulunuz.

your hearing.
1. A ghost town is a town that has been abandoned

C) in spite of

D) still

C) however

B) in terms of

A) because of

B) yet

A) therefore

---- natural or human-caused disasters.

E) moreover

D) on behalf of
E) instead of

7. A lot of people have been made redundant;---2. When a novel s made nto a f lm, the plot s often
dramat cally altered; ----, we see an almost totally
d fferent way of narrat ng the story.

NETyds

there have been enormous soc al problems n the
commun ty.

C) consequently

B) otherw se

A) however
C) desp te the fact that

B) for nstance

A) contrary to

D) otherw se

E) nevertheless

D) on the other hand

E) as a matter of fact

8. ---- work ng n an off ce dur ng the day, she s
attend ng even ng classes to mprove her

3. Teaching, ---- other occupations such as medicine

secretar al sk lls.

and law, is a lot more than just passing on expert
knowledge.
A) for example

B) like

C) instead

D) in other words

A) In add t on to

B) In case of

C) On behalf of

D) In terms of
E) As a result of

4. F nes are a good way of pun sh ng people; ----,
they are of no use f they cannot be pa d.
A) therefore

B) thus

C) on the other hand

D) nstead
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E) on the other hand

9. When order ng from a catalogue, state the exact
s ze, colour and quant ty of the des red tem ---avo d confus on.
A) so as to

B) due to

C) contrary to

D) n add t on to
E) n sp te of

E) otherw se

10. You should treat your workers politely because
5. La Farge's paintings benefited greatly ---- the

they'll respect you more that way; ----, they

education he had received abroad.

deserve it since they work very hard.

A) in spite of

B) on behalf of

A) besides

B) in spite of this

C) owing to

D) instead of

C) nevertheless

D) due to

E) thus

E) as a result of
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Adjectives&Adverbs
Auxilaries
Transitions&Adverb Clauses

6. The k ttens were ---- hungry ---- th rsty so they
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d dn't go to dr nk the bowl of m lk on the corner.

bulunuz.

1. ---- hormones control the menstrual cycle, they
can be used to control the various physical events

A) not only / but

B) e ther / or

C) both / and

D) so / that
E) ne ther / nor

required for pregnancy.
A) Though

B) Since

C) However

D) Whether
E) So that

7. ---- the food and medical supplies being sent, the
UN has also promised 150 qualified doctors to

2. The murderer has been at large for three days
now, ---- the police are doing their best to f nd
him.
A) as a result of

B) as

C) on grounds of

D) because
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the area.
A) As a consequence of

B) Because of

C) In addition to

D) Instead of

E) Contrary to

E) yet
8. Sc ent sts cons der the nc dent ---- un que
opportun ty ---- they are fly ng n from all around

3. A layer of white tissue called the myelin sheath

the world to study the phenomena.

covers ---- of the nerve fibres within the spinal
cord and brain.
A) fewer

C) so l ttle / that

B) less

C) many

B) just as / as

A) much / that

D) more / than

E) such a / that

D) slightly

4. ---- continuing accusations that he lied to the
British public over the Iraq war, the Labor Party
leader has won a third term of office.
A) Rather than

B) Despite

C) Due to

D) Regardless of
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E) all the

9. ---- all the other problems we have to deal with,
now we have been told that we have to get a new
business license.
A) Whereby

B) Irrespective of

C) Due to

D) Along with
E) Because of

E) Bes des

5. ----.some atoms of a given element are radioactive,
they will retain the chemical and physical
behaviour of the normal atoms of the element.

10. Pharmaceuticals began ---- people realized that
certain plants and minerals could cure disease.

A) Only if

B) Even if

A) however

C) Therefore

D) Whereas

C) only if

E) Because

B) therefore
D) after
E) futhermore

MIXED EXERCISES1

Sentence Completion

4. It was not until the early beginning of the last

1.-12. sorularda cümleyi uygun şekilde tamamlayan

century ---- .

ifadeyi bulunuz.

A) that human beings began to exploit the world's
non-sustainable resources at any rate

1. ---- that they needed more software programs to
use in the new project.

B) which helped us to understand how France
attained its enormous wealth

A) One thing that can help with education is the new
technique for reproduction

C) when many of the countries followed Germany's
example

B) It was during the meeting when the project
manager said in a firm manner

D) not before anyone else could understand why the
imperial countries

C) It is thought it would be better for the staff to have
new and developed systems

E) Other than the improvements to the offices in all
over the country
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D) Once they realised that it would make it easier to
learn new methods

E) so that they had begun using many tools for
agriculture before

2. The decomposition of tiny animals at the bottom

5. The new Steven Spielberg film, released on 1st of

of the seas ---- .

February, ----.
A) is predicted to be launched for the elits of the
non-film watchers

B) will be a very difficult task to do and to get a
desired result

B) most people will want to go to see it in an open
area movie hall

C) generally spread out in combination with their
weak body structures

C) it's not as good as the film thought to be directed
after the released one

D) results in an accumulation of oil in porous rocks
under different conditions

D) is expected to be a factual film story of a lonely
alien woman

E) were investigated to see what results they might
reveal in a long period of time
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A) have been hastened by the acidic nature of the
water

E) is a true story about a tragic incident at the 1972
Munich Olympics

6. The overwhelming evidence of many experiments
done ---- .

3. ---- originated in moderate or tropical climates.
A) Whole and ground spices and fresh or dried
herbs are used to flavour a variety of foods

A) are conducted by a group of scientists belonging
to the universities

B) Herbs and spices are the products of plants
grown for their fragrance and flavour

B) that are indispensable to science and other
disciplines

C) Strongly flavoured vegetables such as chives,
garlic and onion are also considered herbs

C) are the ones that shed light on many oblivious
aspects in human behaviour

D) Herbs and spices are usually used to treat mild
ailments or conditions

D) should be carried out in many natural
atmospheres

E) The plants that are the sources of most herbs
and spices

E) show that our belief and expectations play a
tremendous role in our life
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